Common Forum Settings
(The only difference for Q and A is in the Completion Tracking category. See last page.)
Click Edit icon below forum to select
settings for the way the forum works.

On the following pages are the most common settings chosen.
(Click the

mark beside any one you want more information about.)

Change only if you want students to be
able to attach saved files to their post.

Important! If you do not intend to provide
a grade for the forum and want the forum
available to students for the entire
semester, you will probably make no other
settings changes.

If you create a rubric in Moodle to grade by, change
this to the type of rubric you plan to use. (checklist,
marking guide, or rubric)
Click here for information about advanced grading
methods using the different types of rubrics.

Choose the name of the grading category you
assigned in your gradebook setup.

Background information about setting “due dates” in forums:
Open Forums do not have a “due date” choice as there is with quizzes and
assignments that would prevent students from posting after your due date.
What you can do to prevent students from posting to a forum after the date you
want it to be due:
•

If you are not using a Moodle type of rubric to grade the forum, you can
apply a “Restrict access” setting to allow students access to the forum only
until a specified date/time. Click here for help adding a date type of
restriction.

•

If you are using a Moodle type of rubric to grade the forum, you need to
change the Restrict access setting after grading the forum to “Student must
not so that students can go to Open Grader to see your graded rubric and any
activity comments you may have left for them there. (Even though students
could submit more posts after you do this, it would mean nothing since you
had already posted grades.)

Activity completion settings example for common forum types:
These settings will cause an activity completion check mark to appear
beside the forum link once a student has posted an original response
and replied to at least 2 fellow students’ posts.
Make adjustments depending on what you require of students.

Enable this so the date you set will appear in the student’s Deadline
window on their My Courses page.

Special Notes:
•

You must still set a Restrict access date since this does not
prevent students from posting after your due date.

•

Do not enable this choice for assignments or exams since the due
date you set for them is what places them in the Deadline
window.

Q and A Forum - Activity completion settings:
Since students do not create their own discussion post with a Q and A forum
type but reply to the instructor’s post then reply to other fellow students’
responses, choose these two settings to cause an activity completion check
mark to appear beside the forum link once a student has made an original
response to the instructor’s post and replied to at least 2 fellow students’
posts.
Make adjustments depending on what you require of students.

